ABSTRACT Background: Although diet is related to chronic disease risk and mortality, its association with total disease burden is not clear. Objective: We investigated the minimum impact of different dietary patterns on disability-adjusted life years (DALYs) by using individual longitudinal data. Design: A prospective cohort study was conducted in 33,066 healthy men and women aged 20-70 y recruited into the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition-Netherlands study during 1993-1997. We measured adherence to 3 a priori dietary patterns [the modified Mediterranean diet score (mMDS), the WHO-based Healthy Diet Indicator, and the Dutch Healthy Diet index] and 2 a posteriori dietary patterns. Two a posteriori methods were used to extract Western and prudent patterns. Participants were followed until the end of 2007 for the occurrence of and mortality from the most important chronic diseases. The disease burden was expressed in DALYs, which are the sum of Years Lost due to Disability and Years of Life Lost because of premature mortality. The associations between dietary patterns (per SD change in score) and DALYs were estimated by using a 2-part model and adjusted for relevant confounders (sex, age at recruitment, smoking status and intensity, educational level, marital status, job status, energy intake, and physical activity). Results: After an average follow-up of 12.4 y, higher adherence to the mMDS or prudent pattern was most strongly associated with healthy survival; per SD higher adherence to the mMDS or prudent pattern, fewer healthy life years
INTRODUCTION
According to the Global Burden of Disease (GBD) 4 study of 2010, individual unhealthy dietary factors such as diets low in fruit or high in sodium contribute up to 4% of the global disease burden. A dietary pattern with a combination of several unhealthy dietary factors is one of the leading modifiable risk factors and has increased in relative importance (1, 2) . The association of various dietary factors with the incidence and mortality of different noncommunicable diseases varies. Some dietary factors even have opposing effects on different diseases.
Moderate alcohol intake, eg, has both beneficial and harmful effects (3) .
One of the limitations of investigating individual dietary factors in association with diseases is that these factors tend to correlate or even interact with each other (4) . In addition, effects of individual dietary components may be too small to be detected. Nowadays, the effect of a combination of several food groups and some nutrients is often studied by measuring adherence to specific dietary patterns. Even though a dietary pattern analysis cannot be specific about the particular nutrients and biological mechanism responsible for the observed association and might also be more prone to residual confounding by an overall healthy lifestyle, a dietary pattern analysis is useful to investigate the effect of the overall diet on the total disease burden. Dietary patterns can be defined on the basis of preexisting knowledge (a priori) or may be identified a posteriori on the basis of individual data on dietary intake by using, eg, a principal component analysis (PCA) or K-means cluster analysis. Several dietary patterns are associated with mortality and diseases such as cancer, cardiovascular diseases, diabetes, and obesity (3) . To our knowledge, the overall net effect of several dietary patterns on total disease burden has not been previously studied.
The total disease burden in a cohort can be estimated by using a summary health measure, which aggregates the effect of a risk factor on both morbidity and mortality from different diseases. One such summary health measure is the Disability-Adjusted Life Year (DALY) (5) . DALYs are a combination of Years Lost due to Disability (YLD) and Years of Life Lost (YLL) because of premature death and were developed by the WHO and World Bank (6, 7) . Thus far, DALYs have mainly been applied in GBD studies that estimated life years lost because of diseases and risk factors by using aggregated statistical population data.
We used the concept of DALYs in an on-going longitudinal cohort study to assess the minimum impact of diet on a combination of different diseases and mortality (5) . The aim of this study was to estimate the association and compare strengths of associations of dietary patterns that were most relevant for the Dutch population [ie, the modified Mediterranean diet score (mMDS), which has previously been shown to have a beneficial effect on disease risk; the Healthy Diet Indicator (HDI), which was based on the global dietary guidelines from the WHO; and the Dutch Healthy Diet index (DHD-index), which was based on Dutch dietary guidelines)] and 2 posteriori defined dietary patterns with disease burden expressed as DALYs in a population recruited from the general Dutch population, the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition-Netherlands (EPIC-NL) cohort.
SUBJECTS AND METHODS

Study population
The EPIC-NL study consists of 2 Dutch contributions to the European Prospective Investigation into Cancer and Nutrition (EPIC) study, which were recruited simultaneously between 1993 and 1997. The design and rationale of the EPIC-NL study has been described in detail elsewhere (8) . In brief, the Prospect-EPIC study includes 17,357 women aged 49-70 y who were living in Utrecht and the vicinity and participated in the nationwide Dutch breast cancer screening program. The Monitoring Project on Risk Factors for Chronic Diseases (MORGEN)-EPIC cohort consists of 22,654 men and women aged 20-64 y selected from random samples of the Dutch population in 3 towns (Doetinchem, Amsterdam, and Maastricht). At baseline, a general questionnaire and food-frequency questionnaire (FFQ) were administered, and a physical examination was conducted. This study was conducted according to the guidelines of the Declaration of Helsinki and was approved by the institutional review boards of the University Medical Center Utrecht (Prospect) and Medical Ethical Committee of TNO Nutrition and Food Research (MORGEN). Written informed consent was obtained from all subjects.
Subjects who did not give permission for linkage with disease registries were excluded (n = 2910). Furthermore, men and women who suffered at baseline from any of the chronic diseases of interest (n = 3583) were excluded. In addition, we excluded subjects without information on dietary intake (n = 142) or with implausibly high or low scores for total energy intake (subjects in the top 0.5% and bottom 0.5% of the ratio of reported energy intake over the estimated energy requirement; n = 310). The final study population consisted of 33,066 men and women (Prospect-EPIC n = 14,282, MORGEN-EPIC n = 18,784).
Exposure assessment
Information on usual dietary intake was obtained through the FFQ, which contained questions on the frequency of consumption of 79 main food categories during the year preceding enrollment. This questionnaire allowed for the estimation of the average daily consumption of 178 foods. A registered dietitian checked the FFQ for inconsistencies, which were solved by contacting the participant. The validity of the FFQ was assessed against 12 monthly 24-h recalls over a 1-y period in 121 men and women (9, 10) . The FFQ was shown to be reasonably valid for ranking individuals according to nutrient and food-group intakes. Spearman's correlations were good for fruit (r = 0.68 for men and r = 0.56 for women), alcohol (r = 0.74 for men and r = 0.87 for women) and dietary fiber intake (r = 0.61 for men and r = 0.74 for women) but relatively low for vegetables (r = 0.38 for men and r = 0.31 for women) and fish (r = 0.32 for men and r = 0.37 for women).
We calculated adherence to 3 a priori dietary patterns by using existing indexes. The mMDS represents a Mediterranean-type diet and is based on the consumption of 9 different components (vegetables, fruit, legumes and nuts, grains, fish and seafood, the ratio of unsaturated fatty acid to SFAs, meat, dairy, and alcohol intake) (11) . A score of one was assigned to moderate alcohol intake or, depending on the component, intake above or below the median. Scores for all 9 components were summed and resulted in a total range from 0 to 9, whereby a higher score reflected better adherence to a Mediterranean-type diet. The HDI is based on dietary guidelines from the WHO (12) . The HDI score includes 6 nutrients and one food group (SFAs, PUFAs, cholesterol, protein, dietary fiber, fruit and vegetables, and free sugars). When intake was within the recommended range according to WHOs guidelines, a score of one was assigned to that component; otherwise, a score or zero was assigned. Hence, a higher score reflected a healthier dietary pattern. The DHD-index is based on Dutch guidelines for a healthy diet. A score from 0 to 10 was assigned to each component (vegetables, fruit, fiber, fish, SFAs, trans fatty acids, salt, and alcohol) depending on adherence to the guidelines and summed, which resulted in a total range from 0 to 80, with higher scores reflecting better adherence to guidelines (13) . We also studied 2 a posteriori-defined dietary patterns that were previously defined in the EPIC-NL by using a PCA and K-means cluster analysis (14) . Both of these analyses extracted a prudent-type pattern that represented high intakes of fish and shellfish, raw vegetables, wine, and high-fiber cereals and a Western-type pattern that represented high intakes of French fries, fast food, low-fiber products, alcoholic drinks (except wine), and sugar-sweetened drinks. See supplemental Tables 1 and 2 under "Supplemental data" in the online issue for more details about components and the scoring of dietary patterns.
Other measurements
A general questionnaire filled out by all participants included questions on demographics, the presence of chronic diseases, and risk factors for chronic diseases. Smoking was categorized as follows: never; former (quit smoking .20, 10-20, or ,10 y ago), current smoker (1-15, 6-25, or .25 cigarettes/d), and a pipe or cigar smoker. The level of education was categorized as low (primary education up to subjects who completed advanced elementary education), average (intermediate vocational education and higher general secondary education), or high (higher vocational education and university). Categories of marital status were single, married (living together), divorced, or widowed. Job status was categorized as yes, no, or retired. Waist circumference was categorized as low (,80 cm in women and ,94 cm in men), increased (80-88 cm in women and 94-102 cm in men), and high (.88 cm in women and .102 cm in men). Physical activity was assessed by using the EPIC physical activity questionnaire and categorized according to the validated Cambridge Physical Activity Index on the basis of occupational activity and the duration of time spent in sports and cycling (15) . Because there was no information on physical activity for 14% of participants, missing data were imputed by using single linear regression modeling (Missing Value Analysis procedure; SPSS Inc).
Endpoint assessment
Participants were followed for mortality and morbidity through linkage with several registries. Information on vital status and the date of death was obtained through linkage with municipal registries. The cause of death was obtained from Statistics Netherlands.
Information on disease occurrence [cancer, diabetes, coronary heart disease (including ischemic heart diseases, cardiac arrest, and sudden death), stroke, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, Parkinson's disease, rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, and inflammatory bowel disease] was obtained from the National Cancer Registry, the national hospital discharge diagnosis database from the Dutch National Medical Registry, and self-report (for diabetes only). The National Cancer Registry provided information on the type of cancer and the date of diagnosis. The national hospital discharge diagnosis database provided the date of diagnosis for coronary heart disease, stroke, diabetes, chronic obstructive pulmonary disease, asthma, Parkinson's disease, rheumatoid arthritis, osteoarthritis, and inflammatory bowel disease. The national hospital discharge database includes information on hospitalizations; visits to outpatient clinics are not included. The first diagnosis of the disease was assumed to be the date of hospital discharge. The national hospital discharge diagnosis database was linked to the cohort with a validated probabilistic method by using the following information: date of birth, sex, postal code, and information about the general practitioner (16). Self-report and urinary glucose strip tests provided additional information on diabetes at study entry. New diabetes cases ascertained during follow up were verified by using information of the general practitioner or pharmacist (17) . The selection of diseases previously mentioned was based on their prevalence and disease burden in the Netherlands but also on the availability of data sources. Because not all disabilities could be included, we investigate the minimum impact of dietary patterns on disease burden. Follow-up was complete until 31 December 2007.
Computation of DALYs
DALYs are the sum of the YLD and the YLL (6) . The YLD in a population is the number of years lived with a disability multiplied with a disability weight reflecting the severity of the disability. These weights were derived from the Dutch Disability Weight study and ranged from 0 (no burden) to 1 (death) (see Supplemental Table 3 under "Supplemental data" in the online issue) (18, 19) . For example, diabetes has a disability weight of 0.20. Thus, 1 y lived with diabetes is equal to a loss of 0.20 y (18) (2.4 mo) in good health, and 5 y lived with diabetes equals a loss of 1 y of healthy life (Figure 1 ). Years lived with a disability were calculated from the date of diagnosis of a disease until the date of death or end of the estimated life expectancy [ie, if a person was still alive at the truncation of follow-up (31 December 2007) or when lost to follow-up before the truncation date (for 1.9% of the total cohort)]. Sex-, age-, and calendar year-specific life expectancies on the basis of mortality rates were obtained from Statistics Netherlands (20) . The estimated life expectancy can be defined in several ways (eg, at birth or a fixed life expectancy for the whole population) as described elsewhere (5) . In this study, we used the estimated life expectancy at the age and calendar year of death. The life expectancy for subjects who were still alive at the end of follow-up was estimated at the age and calendar year of loss to follow-up or 2007. Participants who were still alive at the end of follow-up or lost to follow-up were assumed to have stayed in the same state of health until the end of the expected life expectancy. Some EPIC-NL participants (n = 1020) developed multiple diseases (comorbidity). Because no disability weights were available for years lived with multiple diseases, we used a multiplicative method to estimate weights for comorbid conditions (21, 22) .
YLL were defined as the number of years that death occurred earlier than the age the person was expected to die. For example, an individual with a life expectancy until 2035 who died in 2005 lost 30 y of life because of premature death (Figure 1 ). Subsequently, the YLD and YLL were summed into DALYs. The calculation of YLD and YLL has been described in more detail elsewhere (5) .
Statistical analysis
At the end of follow-up (31 December 2007), 25,991 participants were still alive and not suffering from the diseases included in this study. Because of this large number of participants with 0 DALYs at the end of follow-up, the continuous outcome was not normally distributed (ie, it peaked with 78.6% of participants who had 0 DALYs, and it showed a normal distribution in participants with lost healthy life years (DALYs .0). Therefore, we used a 2-part model to estimate the relation between dietary patterns and DALYs (23) . This 2-part model combined the estimation of the probability of having DALYs by using logistic regression with the estimation of the number of DALYs in participants with DALYs .0 by using linear regression.
Adherence to a specific dietary pattern was categorized into 3 categories. The category that reflected the lowest adherence to the pattern was used as the reference. For the DHD-index and PCA, participants were divided into tertiles. For the mMDS and HDI, participants were divided into 3 groups on the basis of their scores, whereas a cluster analysis resulted in 2 groups with different dietary patterns. Because of these differences in the scoring of dietary patterns, the 3 categories differed in size according to the different dietary patterns. Therefore, for better comparability between different dietary patterns, we repeated the analysis for a (continuous) change of 1 SD in the dietary pattern score after standardizing scores (by subtracting the individual score from the mean and dividing this difference by its SD).
Because the 2-part model does not provide CIs, we used bootstrapping to account for uncertainty. We drew 500 random samples of the original sample, repeated the analysis in these samples. and took the 2.5th and 97.5th percentiles of the estimated distribution as cutoffs for statistical significance. The Ptrend for the analysis in the 3 categories of the dietary pattern was estimated by applying a linear regression to DALY estimates of each of the categories in all bootstrapping samples. The P value was the percentage of positive (or negative, depending on the direction of the association) regression coefficients of the bootstrap times 2 because of 2 sided testing.
Analyses were adjusted for age, sex, physical activity, smoking status and intensity, educational level, and energy intake (all measured at recruitment). Alcohol intake was included as 2 covariates in the model when alcohol intake was not part of the dietary pattern [ie, as ethanol in grams per day and a categorical alcohol variable (never, quit, ,1 drink/wk, or current drinker). In addition, waist circumference was included in the model to investigate its role in the association between diet and disease burden. Because participants were aged 20-70 y at baseline, and recent and more-remote diets may be important for different outcomes, we investigated the interaction with age by including an interaction term in the logistic and linear model and stratifying analyses by age category (,50 and $50 y). To evaluate whether preclinical disease influenced results, additional analyses were conducted by excluding cases diagnosed #2 y after recruitment. All statistical analyses were conducted with SAS 9.2 software (SAS Institute).
RESULTS
After a median follow-up of 12.4 y, in 33,066 individuals, 6647 participants had a nonfatal disease incidence and 1482 deaths were documented. During the entire follow-up period, 68,225 healthy years of life were lost (68,225 DALYs) ( Table 1) .
Higher adherence to the mMDS was significantly associated with a lower disease burden ( Persons with the highest adherence (category 3) to the HDI had 0.20 fewer DALYs than did those with the lowest adherence, which equaled an on average a minimum of 2.4 mo longer life in good health (category 3 compared with category 1: 20.20 DALYs; 95% CI: 20.35; 20.04 DALYs), and this association remained after adjustment for waist circumference (category 3 compared with category 1: 20.20 DALYs; 95% CI: 20.36, 20.02 DALYs). Also, the continuous association showed a significant lower disease burden with a higher HDI score (20.08 DALYs per SD change; 95% CI: 20.14, 20.01 DALYs per SD change), which remained significant after additional adjustment for waist circumference (20.07 DALYs per SD change; 95% CI: 20.14, 20.00 DALYs per SD change).
Persons with intermediate adherence (tertile 2) and high adherence (tertile 3) to the DHD-index did not have a significant longer life in good health than did subjects in the first tertile (Table 2) . However, the association per SD increase in DHDindex was borderline significant (20.06 DALYs; 95% CI: 20.13, 0.00 DALYs). After additional adjustment for waist circumference, the association attenuated (per 1-SD change: 20.05 DALYs; 95% CI: 20.11, 0.01 DALYs).
After adjustment, higher adherence to the prudent pattern (defined a posteriori with a PCA) was associated with a lower Table 3 ).
The inclusion of waist circumference in the model of the a posteriori analyses did not change the results. Individual components of the HDI or DHD-index were not significantly associated with DALYs, whereas several components of the mMDS were associated with DALYs. Significant results for persons who obtained one point for adherence to the mMDS component compared with persons who did not obtain a point for the intake were as follows: alcohol (20.27 DALYs; 95% CI: 20.39, 20.14 DALYs), fruit (20.24 DALYs; 95% CI: 20.37, 20.11 DALYs), and cereals (20.25 DALYs; 95% CI: 20.39, 20.13 DALYs) (data not shown). Interaction terms between adherence to a dietary pattern and age were not statistically significant in the logistic or linear model. The stratified analysis showed stronger associations in older than younger participants. For example, younger participants had 0.09 fewer DALYs (95% CI: 20.19; 0.02 fewer DALYs) per SD increase in mMDS and older participants had 0.16 fewer DALYs (95% CI: 20.14, 20.08 fewer DALYs). However, these stronger associations were also partly explained by the fact that the number of DALYs and, therefore, the power were higher in persons aged $50 y. The sensitivity analysis in which cases that occurred in the first 2 y of follow-up were excluded did not change the conclusions.
DISCUSSION
Our analyses show that a higher adherence to healthy dietary patterns was significantly associated with fewer DALYs. Higher adherence to the a priori dietary pattern mMDS and a posteriori prudent pattern showed the strongest association with a lower disease burden. Persons in the highest adherence category of the mMDS and prudent pattern lived a minimum of 4 mo longer in good health (0.37 and 0.33 DALYs, respectively).
The strength of our study was that we examined the association between several dietary patterns and a combination of noncommunicable diseases and mortality expressed as DALYs by using individual data from a large prospective cohort. The magnitude of the association of a dietary pattern with a specific disease may vary considerably in diseases. DALYs take the combination of the severity and time lived with a specific disease and premature mortality into account. Furthermore, the use of DALYs avoids the problem of dietary factors that have opposing effects on different diseases. In addition, dietary patterns that have a small effect on several diseases are more easily identified. This outcome, for example, was the case in our study, in which the HDI was significantly associated with the total number of DALYs, but when DALYs as a result of specific diseases were considered, no significant associations were shown (data not shown). In addition, the prevention of total disease burden is most likely of higher interest for the general population than is the risk reduction of specific diseases. Furthermore, the advantage of assessing this association within a cohort compared with aggregated data of burden-of-disease studies is that no assumptions have to be made with regard to the exposure distribution, event rates, and confounding factors. However, there were also several limitations. Dietary intake was self-reported through an FFQ, which showed a reasonable validity and was shown to be adequate for ranking individuals according to intakes of most but not all nutrients and food groups (9, 10). The relative validity of selfreported vegetable and fish intakes was lower, whereas these were important components of our dietary patterns of interest, which might have diluted the association between the dietary patterns and disease burden. We also could not exclude the possibility of residual confounding because of unmeasured confounders. In addition, participants may have changed their diets before baseline possibly because of subclinical disease. This change might have diluted the association. However, the exclusion of cases occurring in the first 2 y of follow-up did not change the conclusions. Furthermore, our estimates might still have underestimated the true association that was due to left and right truncations of the cohort (5) . Participants who were still alive at the end of follow-up were assumed to have stayed in the same state of health until their expected age of death (on the basis of their age in December 2007). This assumption resulted in an underestimation of the difference in DALYs for healthy persons than for those already with disease. People who were still disease free at the end of our follow-up will most likely also develop one or more diseases before eventually dying. For people living with a disease at the end of follow-up, DALYs may have been underestimated also because their life expectancies were calculated similar to those healthy persons, whereas people living with a disease at the end of follow-up were more likely to die earlier than these dates. In addition, because of the relatively healthy cohort and exclusion of participants with prevalent diseases at baseline, many participants, including those with an unhealthy diet, were still disease free at the end follow-up. Presumably, subjects who adhered to an unhealthy diet were be more likely to experience disease after follow-up. Our results, which were based on an observation time of 12 y in healthy participants, are minimum estimations. The full impact of dietary patterns on disease burden can be observed only after a longer follow-up, preferably until the complete extinction of the cohort. With a longer follow-up, we expect that the currently observed beneficial effect of 1-4 mo of healthy life gain with a healthy dietary intake will be larger. Another important limitation and reason for the underestimation of the effect was that no information from sources other than hospital discharges on diseases was available, and our data were based on hospital discharge diagnoses. Therefore, we were not able to include all possible diet-related diseases such as Alzheimer disease, depression, and infectious diseases. Thus, less-serious medical conditions that did not need hospitalization were missed. However, at the same time, not including these conditions might also cause a slight overestimation of the estimate. Participants with a healthier diet who live longer may more likely suffer from any of the nonincluded diseases at a later age (eg, dementia). We used individual data to investigate the association between dietary patterns and the total disease burden. Our result was in line with results from the recently published GBD study that clearly indicated that an unhealthy diet is one of the most important risk factors for health. Dietary factors (ie, diets low in fruit and diets high in sodium) and physical inactivity collectively accounted for 10% of global DALYs in 2010 (1) . A direct comparison of our results and those of GBD studies is difficult because GBD studies aim to define the health status in (different parts of) the world between regions and over time by using population data and modeling. We investigated relations between dietary patterns and the total disease burden in an ongoing longitudinal cohort study that is based on individual participant data. The GBD study uses the population disease incidence and duration statistics and estimates of exposure distribution and RRs readily available from the literature for individual dietary factors. With this study, we were able to investigate the prospective relation between nutrition and disease burden with detailed observed information with regard to individual exposure, event occurrence, and confounding factors.
The benefit of investigating several dietary patterns in one study is that the association can be compared within the same population during the same time period with the same outcome. However, comparison of results for the different dietary patterns turned out to be difficult; the prudent pattern and the mMDS were most strongly associated with disease burden, but differences in effect sizes with the other dietary patterns were not very large. Differences in associations may have partly been caused by the way the adherence to dietary patterns was measured. Instead of predefined cutoffs (HDI and DHD-index), adherences to dietary patterns with the largest impacts were data driven (prudent pattern) or based on the population median (mMDS). These methods might have resulted in a stronger contrast between persons with a high or low adherence to the healthy dietary pattern within the cohort, thereby resulting in stronger associations with disease burden. This outcome was confirmed by an additional analysis in which we related the 14-point Mediterranean Diet Adherence Screener of the PREDIMED (Prevención con Dieta Mediterránea) trial, which is not data driven, to disease burden (24) . The estimate for the Mediterranean Diet Adherence Screener was slightly lower (model 2: 20.11 DALYs; 95% CI: 20.17, 20.05 DALYs) compared with the estimate for the mMDS (Model 2: 20.14 DALY; 95% CI: 20.21, 20.08). Furthermore, there were differences in the number of dietary components included in the a priori patterns (ie, 8 dietary components for DHD-index, 7 dietary components for the HDI, and 9 dietary components for the mMDS). Dietary patterns with more components might be better at identifying persons with different dietary intakes. The mMDS was the dietary pattern with the highest number of components but also the only pattern for which 3 individual components (ie, fruit, cereal, and moderate alcohol intakes) were significantly associated with disease burden. These components were also included in the other dietary patterns but defined and scored differently and, as such, were not associated with disease burden (see Supplemental Table 1 under "Supplemental data" in the online issue). The mMDS is based mostly on food groups, whereas the HDI and DHD-index defined dietary guidelines mostly on the basis of nutrients. Previous literature has described the importance of the source of nutrients such as protein and fat on risk of, especially, cardiovascular diseases (3). This relation possibly indicates that a dietary pattern on the basis of food groups might be more strongly associated with disease burden.
In conclusion, adherence to healthy dietary patterns is associated with a lower future disease burden. This result is in line with the recent GBD study that showed that an unhealthy dietary pattern leads to more DALYs. Our results suggest that the prudent dietary pattern and mMDS have the largest effect on disease burden and might, thus, be the healthiest patterns. Persons with the highest adherence to the prudent dietary pattern or mMDS lived a minimum of w4 mo longer in good health. More studies with a long follow-up and more-complete assessment of all causes of disability are needed.
